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The campaign in South Africa has proved beyond doubt the necessity for a strong force similar to that of the Boers.
Their rapidity of movement has given us an important lesson in the military value of horses of that useful type which is
suitable for light cavalry and mounted infantry.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Since the war broke out we have seen that we possess numbers of men able to ride and shoot, who only need a little
training to develop them into valuable soldiers, but our difficulty throughout has been to provide horses of the stamp
required for the work they have to perform. The experience we have gained in South Africa goes to confirm that
acquired in the Crimea, where it was found that the horses sent out from England were unable to withstand the
climate, poor food, and the hardships to which they were subjected, while the small native horses and those bred in
countries further East suffered little from these causes. It was then proved beyond dispute that these small horses are
both hardy and enduring, while, owing to their possession like our English thoroughbreds of a strong strain of Arab
blood, they were speedy enough for light cavalry purposes.
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